
 08:58:10  From  Bryan Wilson : There is just a slight echo.
My guess is a second microphone needs to be turned off or muted.

 09:01:54  From  Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation : Thanks Bryan! is it better 
now?

 09:02:20  From  Pete Winterscheidt : It seems all mics were muted?
 09:02:21  From  Bryan Wilson : The background noise went away, but can't hear

anything now.
 09:02:52  From  Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation : That's ok - we muted the mic
 09:03:29  From  INC Denver : We're muted until we get started
 09:03:55  From  D Maggie Price Congress Park Neighbors : Could the delegates 

identify themselves by putting a D before the name and your RNO after. Thanks
 09:06:04  From  Bryan Wilson : Echo is still there.
 09:06:14  From  Ellen Roth : echo is gone
 09:06:15  From  INC Denver : working on it
 09:08:15  From  Lou Raders   to   Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation(Direct 

Message) : IThe sound is fine.  Not unusual for a hybrid meeting.  Thanks for 
working so hard on this meeting!

 09:12:03  From  Bryan Wilson : For those new or unfamiliar, can you clarify 
at some point how participants are able to become Delegates to Denver INC?

 09:13:19  From  Judy Baxter : Bryan- Great question I will cover this when we
talk about nominations for the elections in March

 👍09:13:27  From  Bryan Wilson : Reacted to "Bryan- Great questio..." with 
 09:13:36  From  Lou Raders : Bryan - to confirm how Delegates are appointed, 

they need to be representatives appointed by an RNO that is a member of INC in good 
standing.  The complete bylaws are on the website.

 09:15:23  From  Bryan Wilson : How are they appointed from RNOs?
I'm not aware of there ever being a discussion about it at any of our RNO meetings.

 09:16:56  From  Lou Raders : The RNOs determine that process; it may be a 
Board function or otherwise as determined by the RNO.  I am happy to discuss with 
you after the meeting, Bryan.  Thanks!

 09:17:28  From  INC Denver : Jane Potts  email sustainability@denver-inc.org
 09:18:09  From  D - Ellen Roth, SCPNA : If it helps, Bryan, how SCPNA does it

is we have one delegate that is always elected leadership from the RNO and one 
delegate that is open sourced? We just take volunteers from the membership and if 
there is more than one person interested, then we will rotate the position from year
to year.

 09:19:32  From  Bryan Wilson : Replying to "If it helps, Bryan, ..."

I would love to learn after the meeting about how your RNO conducts elections.
 09:20:13  From  INC Denver : You will hear about elections in a few minutes!
 09:21:58  From  D- Eleni Sarris : Are good neighbor agreement enforceable?
 09:22:07  From  D- Eleni Sarris : *agreements*
 09:22:29  From  D Maggie Price Congress Park Neighbors : Only if attached to 

the license usually
 09:26:06  From  Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation   to   Lou Raders(Direct 

Message) : Thanks!!
 09:34:41  From  Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation   to   Bryan Wilson(Direct 

Message) : Hey Bryan - I'd love to talk to you at some point about INC and some of 
the projects you're working on. Would you have time for a call next week?

 09:36:26  From  Lou Raders : Which candidate supported your position?  And 



did the transportation management district weigh in?  Like Transportation Solutions?
 Great work on outreach and good presentation! Thank you!

 09:37:14  From  Bryan Wilson   to   Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation(Direct 
Message) : Replying to "Hey Bryan - I'd love..."

Sure! Who is this?
 👍09:37:29  From  Bryan Wilson : Reacted to "Which candidate supp..." with 
 09:39:40  From  Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation   to   Bryan Wilson(Direct 

Message) : Replying to "Hey Bryan - I'd love..."

Ha...I forgot my name isn't on here! This is Keith Meyer. I'm the current vice 
president and would really just like to chat about your interests and neighborhood 
projects.

 09:41:07  From  Bryan Wilson   to   Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake(Direct 
Message) : Replying to "Hey Bryan - I'd love..."

Sure. I can meet you in person somewhere. I'm happy to bike to you. Especially at a 
brewery!

 09:41:20  From  Bryan Wilson   to   Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake(Direct 
Message) : Replying to "Hey Bryan - I'd love..."

303-395-9273
 09:41:27  From  D myles tangalin - Congress Park Neighbors : What is the 

Departments value on community engagement?  Why has this been so difficult?
 👍09:41:39  From  Sean Brady : Reacted to "Which candidate supp..." with 
 09:42:35  From  D myles tangalin - Congress Park Neighbors : How does your 

department measure community engagement?  What is acceptable?  Who is held 
accountable?

 09:42:53  From  Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake   to   Bryan Wilson(Direct 
Message) : Replying to "Hey Bryan - I'd love..."

perfect. What's your email address?
 09:43:33  From  Bryan Wilson : Those same questions need to apply to RNOs as 

well.
 09:43:48  From  Bryan Wilson   to   Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake(Direct 

Message) : Replying to "Hey Bryan - I'd love..."

bryanjwilson10@gmail.com
 09:44:28  From  Bryan Wilson   to   Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake(Direct 

Message) : Replying to "Hey Bryan - I'd love..."

I'm going to sign-off since I won't be able to vote or run for any kind of election.
 09:44:33  From  Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake   to   Bryan Wilson(Direct 

Message) : Replying to "Hey Bryan - I'd love..."

great. I'll shoot you an email and we can set something up
 09:44:44  From  Bryan Wilson   to   Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake(Direct 

👍Message) : Reacted to "great. I'll shoot yo..." with 
 09:45:58  From  D myles tangalin - Congress Park Neighbors : Do you have any 

idea of how much time and money has been spent on this design?  It will need to be 



redesigned, which will cost more money and time.  How will you learn from this and 
implement better engagement to save time and money?

 09:48:05  From  David Halterman : Who are the 'funding partners'?
 09:50:56  From  D myles tangalin - Congress Park Neighbors : There are other 

projects on the boards, such as E Colfax BRT that will dramatically impact 
neighborhood traffic patterns.  As a member of the BRT stakeholder group for over 10
years, I have been requesting traffic information and the BRT design team has not 
responded.  Our neighborhood is faced with a non-responsive government entity that 
is completing the Construction Documents without neighborhood discussions.

 09:52:09  From  INC Denver : We will put all the questions not answered into 
our meeting minutes and attempt to get them answered by our presenters.

 09:57:15  From  D - Ellen Roth, SCPNA : Will there be a summary of this issue
that can be translated easily into a survey for our RNO members to vote on?

 10:25:28  From  D - Ellen Roth, SCPNA : When will applications for Denver 
Days open this year?

 10:32:52  From  LaMone Noles, D-EDRC : Will the OSE maintain a calendar of 
scheduled events?

 10:34:16  From  D Maggie Price Congress Park Neighbors : this is website for 
calendar 
https://www.denvergov.org/Government/Agencies-Departments-Offices/Agencies-Departmen
ts-Offices-Directory/Office-of-Special-Events/Events-Calendar

 10:34:57  From  D Maggie Price Congress Park Neighbors : You can find it on 
our website, denverinc.org on left column

 10:39:44  From  Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake : Quick tech question. How are 
the folks online experiencing these presentations. Is sound and visual ok?

 10:40:15  From  D - Bradley Cameron - NGCH : It is working great!
 10:40:54  From  LaMone Noles, D-EDRC : No issues at all!  I can hear the 

audience questions as well
 10:42:17  From  Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake : Great!
 10:44:41  From  INC Denver   to   Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake(Direct 

Message) : We need to get Parks and Recs in to a delegate meeting one month. I would
love them to talk about park use, park maintenance, park crime, etc.

 10:46:27  From  Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake   to   INC Denver(Direct 
Message) : definitely

 10:54:07  From  D Megan Whelan, CHUN : Capitol Hill United Neighborhoods 
(CHUN) History Matters is partnering with the City of Denver Office of Storytelling 
to host a Zoom event designed to share the Emmy nominated "30 Years Later: How the 
ADA enabled Denver's Disability Community to 'Boldly Go Where Everyone Else Has Gone
Before'".
We will show the short film and hold a discussion with Rowena Alegria and others 
with expertise and experience in the struggle for disability rights in Capitol Hill 
and beyond.

Learn about the role Denver activists played in fighting for the civil rights of 
people living with disabilities.

Wednesday, March 16
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

 10:54:55  From  D Megan Whelan, CHUN : Please visit chundenver.org to sign up
for the Zoom meeting!



 11:01:28  From  LaMone Noles, D-EDRC : Great presentations today.  Thank you!
 11:02:25  From  INC Denver : Thanks LaMone
 11:02:26  From  LaMone Noles, D-EDRC : The hybrid meeting works!
 11:02:51  From  Lou Raders : Really great hybrid meeting!  Thank you!
 11:03:12  From  Kathryn Smith Wash Park West : Fine! Thank you for the effort

to put this on as  hybrid.
 11:03:56  From  Cindy Sestrich : Thank you for committing to the hybrid model

to reach more people.
 11:03:57  From  INC Denver : Thanks everyone for attending online. We are 

wrapping up.
 11:04:16  From  Adrian Brown : One comment on being on Zoom is that the names

of people in person are not on the screen. So it is important that people who are 
there say who they are when talking.

 11:05:29  From  INC Denver : Good point. I'll try to manage the chat better 
in the future and post speaker names.

 11:05:54  From  Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake : Thanks Adrian
 11:06:03  From  Keith Meyer - D, SLoans Lake : We'll remember that for next 

time


